Quality Measures for Diabetics in 2019
The 3 quality measures for diabetics in 2019 are the same measure we have been dealing with at Prima
CARE for years.

Hemoglobin A1c
Every diabetic must have at least 2 hemoglobin A1c results in ECW during 2019. If these are done at
Prima CARE, nothing more needs to be done to meet this quality measure.
If the A1c's are done outside of
Prima CARE, then an order needs
to be created for the A1c in ECW,
and this order must include the
result in the grid found in the lab
order screen.
There is a 6 page document as
well a video describing how to
link orders in ECW to oustide
results on the Prima CARE ECW
Education page
(www.drkney.com/ecw/ecw.php).

There is a second measure incorporating the A1c: Diabetics with an A1c > 9% count against Prima
CARE for Meaningful Use. So please check one A1c early in the year. If the A1c is above the goal you
deem appropriate for the patient given age, general health, and comorbidities, you will have time
during the year to work toward better glucose control. The last A1c done in 2019 is the one that counts
for (or against) the quality mesures benchmark.

Diabetic Foot Exam
Checking a diabetics feet at every visit is good medical practice, but a full diabetic foot exam must be
documented in ECW only once a year – entering it in the exam part of the note does not count. In the
“Quality Measure” folder (formerly called “PQRS”) in “Preventive Medicine”, click on the “Notes”
area of the “Diabetic Foot Exam”.

If the patient sees one of
the Prima CARE
podiatrists, this exam may
have already been entered
for 2019. If not, complete
the form using the
dropdown menus.
Additional information can be added in the “Notes” section. I generally add additional information if an
element of the foot exam is abnormal.

Diabetic Eye Exam
Choose the diabetic eye exam entry in the “Quality Measure” folder. If the patient sees one of the
Prima CARE eye doctors, this form may have already been completed in 2019.

If not, complete the
form using the
dropdown menus.
Note that IF the
patient had a normal
eye exam
documented properly
in ECW in 2018, no
exam is needed in
2019.

In most circumstances,
eye visits done outside
of Prima CARE will not
coincide with the
patient's visit with
his/her PCP – so, in most
cases, this form will
need to be completed in
a Virtual Visit of a
telephone encounter.
This does not YET count toward our qaulity measures. The consult note from the ophthalmologist or
optometrist must be scanned into ECW to complete the necessary documentation to count toward our
Meaningful Use points.
One helpful hint: If you
aren't sure what quality
measures have or have
not been completed in
2019, clicking on the
upside down triangle
next to “Preventive
Medicine” will show
you the last 2 entries.
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